The revision of the federal wetlands delineation manual, used by the Army Corps of Engineers and Environmental Protection Agency since 1989, spells out several concerns with the guidelines and responses to those concerns.

Greatest among those matters are:

- That wetlands determinations are being based on less than all three of the basic parameters that decide if an area is a wetland — hydrology, soils and vegetation. In fact, in 30% of cases, officials have declared an area a wetland if it meets only one parameter.

The proposed solution is that all three criteria must exist, and — with exceptions — a determination that one parameter exists cannot be based on evidence of other parameters.

- That one week of wetness during the growing season was enough to create wetlands.

The response is to require that an area be "wet" for more than 14 days during the growing season before it can be declared a wetland.

- That areas that were dry at the surface (potentially all year round) were considered wetlands based on the presence of water as much as 18 inches below the surface. ("Our entire district is a wetland," Shaw said.)

The revision would require situations to be at the surface for more than 14 days. The Office of Management and Budget proposed mandating a 21-day period of water being at the surface, the same as the Hayes' bill proposes, said Rhod Shaw of Louisiana Rep. Jimmy Hayes' office.

- That hydrology could be considered demonstrated even without strong evidence of the presence of water.

The proposed solution is to require "strong evidence of the presence of water, where the indicators of hydrology being relied upon are not strong, supporting evidence is required," Shaw said.

"If it goes into effect as proposed, you'll see a lot of forested wetlands — "wet woods" — drop out of jurisdiction. And it will open a lot of land for development." — Mike Kelly, environmental consultant

SAVE TIME ... MAINTENANCE COSTS with EXCEL on the Course!

JAC BRUSH
Replacement brush for Jacobsen Greens Mower

ALL ORDERS FREIGHT PREPAID

$149.00

Galvanized steel frame.
8½ Wide. Polypropylene bristle.

$295.00

6 per carton $5.49 ea.

TRAPKEEPER RAKE 'N BRUSH
Polypropylene construction. Comes with hardwood handle.

$9.99 ea.

WALK BEHIND REPLACEMENT BRUSH
For Toro and Jacobsen greens mower.

SPIKE BRUSH
Replacement Spike Brush for PAR AIDE, STANDARD, BAYCO and numerous others.

$6.99 ea.

REPLACEMENT BRUSH
For Standard's greens drag brush. Complete Set . . . . . . $128.00

Order Today!

EXCEL BRUSH WORKS, Inc.
522 6th AVE. / MENOMINEE, MI 49858
1-800-862-7874 / FAX: 906/863-7752
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THE ULTIMATE IN Commercial Lawn Vacs

This 20 cubic foot capacity container and Hydraulic Dumping guarantees more moving time and less operator fatigue.

HYDRAULIC DUMPING
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